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Duval Sun Chaise from McKinnon and Harris in Oasis Awning

Introducing Elements, Thibaut’s new indoor 
performance offering of Crypton Home® fabrics 

inspired by the natural elements of the earth.
Enjoy wovens that are symbolic of nature’s beauty in the purest form, from stratus clouds and 

northern lights to dunes and cascading waterfalls. Elements is a collection of soft essentials with long 
color lines that are stylish and made for family living. Each of the 70 SKUs exceeds 50,000 double rubs  
and has the assurance of Crypton Home technology, providing durable fabrics with a luxurious hand.

Montclair Chair in Cascade Hudson Chair in Elements

Cascade fabric



Thibaut’s Crypton Home indoor fabrics combine performance attributes with sumptuous 
color and a luxurious feel. Created for family-friendly living, these fabrics are woven to 
meet or exceed heavy-duty requirements for indoor upholstery, providing homeowners 
and designers with a fabric that is durable, breathable and stain-resistant. Crypton Home 
technology repels liquids and resists stains without limiting the choices of fiber or color.

Tough by design, soft to the touch

Stratus fabric Everett Chair in Ambient

Westwood Chair in Stratus



aMbiENT  14 colorways 

This classic, linen-like texture is a 
welcoming fabric with a soft hand. 
Exuding a calming ambiance, this 
texture is offered in an array of colors.

duNE  11 colorways 
dune is named after the natural hills that 
are formed by wind or sand, The hand of 
the chenille is soft and luxurious with a 
soothing ripple design evocative of 
ocean waves.

borEaLiS  9 colorways   
borealis is a stunning woven fabric with 
a long color line that was inspired by 
the multi-dimensional brilliance of the 
Northern Lights.

ELEMENTS  12 colorways 
Comparable to a timeless tweed that 
never goes out of style, Elements emulates 
a handwoven texture and highlights the 
beauty of multi-tonal colorways.

CaSCadE  18 colorways  
Cascade is our longest color line in the 
collection and features a subtle basket 
weave design, creating a meditative  
quality with movement.

STraTuS  6 colorways 
This geometric woven is lush with open 
white ground and evokes a sense of calm, 
like the comforting feeling of watching 
Stratus clouds pass by.

Elements Patterns
Visit us at thibautdesign.com to see all the available colorways in this collection

Patterns shown are not to scale. The colors in this brochure may vary from the original product and ordering samples is recommended.Stratford Ottoman in Dune
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Malibu Chair in Elements


